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The perfect plain-English guide to the much-anticipated release of Windows 7

Windows For Dummies is the all-time bestselling guide to the Windows operating system. Windows 7 For Dummies answers all your questions about the interface adjustments and all the new tools in Windows 7.      

Whether you're new to computers or just eager to start using the newest version of Windows, expert author Andy Rathbone will walk you step by step through the most common Windows 7 tasks, including managing files, applications, media, and Internet access. If you've never used Windows before, it shows you the things most books assume you already know, like how to navigate the interface, customize the desktop, and work with the file system. Then it helps you get comfortable using all aspects of Windows 7.      

	Nearly ninety percent of the world's PCs use the Windows operating system
	Covers basic management of applications, files, and data; creating and printing documents; setting up an Internet connection and e-mail account; and online security
	Explores using Windows to edit and manage audio, video, and photo files, and how to create CDs, DVDs, and playlists with Media Center
	Helps you tweak and customize Windows 7 to operate your way and set up user accounts, build a home network, and maintain your PC
	Provides troubleshooting advice, helps you find missing files and use the Help system, and explains common error messages


Windows 7 For Dummies will have you up and running on the newest version of Windows quickly and easily.
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Cascading Style Sheets: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000

	Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), the HTML 4.0-approved method for controlling visual presentation on web pages, is poised to make its mark on the Web. With good implementations in Internet Explorer 5.0 and Opera 3.5, and 100% support expected in Netscape's "Mozilla" browser, signs are that CSS is rapidly becoming a useful,...
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Grant Writing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Learn to:

	
		Navigate federal grant databases and apply online for grants
	
		Find the most current public and private sector grant opportunities
	
		Create strong statements of need
	
		Submit applications that meet funders’ expectations



	Your comprehensive...
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Computer Vision and Applications: A Guide for Students and Practitioners (With CD-ROM)Academic Press, 2000
Computer Vision and Applications, Concise Edition, offers a fresh approach to computer vision by regarding the whole process from image formation to measuring, recognition, or reacting as an integral process. Computer vision is understood as the host of techniques used to acquire, process, analyze, and understand complex,...
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CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS 210-255 Official Cert Guide (Certification Guide)Cisco Press, 2017

	Learn, prepare, and practice for CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS #210-255 exam success with this Official Cert Guide from Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT Certification learning.

	
		
			Master CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS #210-255 exam topics
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Contemporary Issues Shaping Chinas Civil Aviation PolicyAshgate, 2009
The emergence of China as a future major participant in international aviation raises some interesting questions, especially from a strategic policy perspective. The progressive shift from a command to a mixed market economy under the central leadership of the Beijing administration now finds itself faced with the needs to balance a strategic...
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The Project Management Life Cycle: A Complete Step-By-Step Methodology for Initiating, Planning, Executing & Closing a Project SuccessfullyKogan Page, 2006
Over the past 20 years, businesses around the world have undergone rapid change. No longer are customers happy with their ‘status quo’ products or services: they expect businesses to adapt rapidly to the changing environment by providing more offerings, cheaper and faster than before. This rate of change has forced businesses to...
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